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YOU MAKE WHAT YOU WANT: VOCATIONAL LITURGIES

Intro: Consider Creation |  What do we mean when we affirm “I believe in God the 
Father Almighty, creator of heaven and earth” or, as today “I believe in the one eternal 
God, Creator and Lord of the world”

- Don’t think evolution/creation - what else is important in this affirmation and 
why?

- If you say to someone, “You have been created by God”, what are you implying?
- What does it say about God’s original intent for us/creation? Our destiny? 

Our purpose?
Even more so: the Creator “moves into our neighborhood” in Christ and will do so 
permanently at the end (Rev. 21).

The Marching Orders of “Creation”
1. To Image God - it’s a verb not a noun! As God’s representatives, we’re tasked to rule 

and care for creation in all sorts of ordinary communal ways
2. To Unfold Creation’s Potential - it is “very good”, but it’s not complete - which 

allows for (good and evil!) cultivation (173)
3. To Occupy Creation - something is wrong, so “the body of Christ should be a 

testimony to the kingdom that is coming, bearing witness . . . as ‘faithful 
presence.’” (174)

1. Connects to larger theme: Our work “is generated as much by what we want 
as by what we believe. We are made to be makers, but as makers we remain 
lovers. So if you are what you love, then you make what you love.”

2. “We all carry some governing Story in our bones that shapes our work more 
than we might realize because that Story has taught us what to love (and as 
emphasized in chapter 2, you might not love what you think because you 
might not realize what Story has really captured your imagination).” (177)
1. Example: Star Wars and George Lucas’ development with Vader



Being Faithful Makers
Question: How can we be careful what we make (and love) in an ever-changing world?
- Do we constantly reinvent church? Or learn from the past as a way to innovate?

- “Good culture-making requires that we imagine a world otherwise—which 
means seeing through the status-quo stories we’re told and instead envisioning 
kingdom come. We need new energy, new strategies, new initiatives, new 
organizations, even new institutions. . . . But if our cultural work is going to be 
restorative—if it is going to put the world to rights—then we need imaginations 
that have absorbed a vision for how things ought to be. . . . Bathed in an 
eschatological vision of what the world is made for, what it’s called to be.” (179).

- So how does that happen? Worship that is “intentional, historical, 
liturgical.” Otherwise, we’ll keep reinventing church and “reinvent 
ourselves right out of the Story.”

- Examples: How do these acts foster cultural/vocational/political 
innovation?

1. Kneeling and confession of sin
2. “Pledging allegiance in the Creed”
3. Baptism (infants and believers)
4. Lord’s Table with all believers

- “Traditioned innovation.” “Liberation in liturgy.” “Renewal through ritual.” - “Is 
there a genius embedded in those constraints that some imaginative leadership could 
unveil, leading to new appreciation?” (185)

- In our language: the regulative principle (in worship and elsewhere); elements 
and forms; essentials and style; Word and flesh; Covenant and Temple.
- How ought viewing worship in this way impact our vocation - what we make? 

Whether vocationally we are:
- Teachers
- Lawyers
- Accountants
- SAHMs
- Doctors/Nurses
- Architects


